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Detection Methods Covered So Far

(1) Direct methods

(3) Radial velocity → motion

(2) Astrometry → position

(4) Transits → brightness

Effects of  a planet on the parent star



Transits
Simplest method: look for drop in stellar flux due to a planet 
transiting across the stellar disc

Needs luck - transits only occur if the orbit is almost edge-on



Geometrically speaking, the transit method favours those planets
with small orbital radii in systems with large parent stars.

Transit probability

To view transit, the inclination must satisfy pRRia +≤ *cos

Transit probability is then given by:
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• Close in planets are more likely to be detected. P = 0.5 % at 1AU,
P = 0.1 % at the orbital radius of Jupiter
• Unless a method can be found to pre-select stars with ecliptic
planes oriented perpendicular to the plane of the sky, thousands of
random stars must be monitored in order to detect statistically
meaningful numbers of planetary transits



• Pre-selection is based on inclination
• Observing eclipsing binaries for which the orbital plane is known
to be close to edge-on (assuming any other companions will have
similarly aligned angular momentum vectors)
• Pre-selection based on measurements of the inclination of stellar
rotation plane to the plane of the sky

Transit pre-selection

Uncertainties will limit
constraints on the
planetary orbital plane
only to within ≈ 10°



Transit duration
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An observing program is based on the duration and frequency of
expected transits
The frequency of transits is given by one over the orbital period:
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Transit duration is the
fraction of the orbital
period during which part
of the planet eclipses the
stellar disk



For a >> R* >> Rp this becomes:
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Transit light curves

What can we measure from the light curve?

(1) Depth of transit = fraction of stellar light blocked
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Measure of planetary radius



In practice, isolated planets with masses between ~ 0.1 mJ and
10 mJ, where mJ is the mass of Jupiter, have almost the same 
radii (i.e. a flat mass-radius relation). 

-> Giant extrasolar planets transiting solar-type stars produce 
transits with a depth of around 1%

Close-in planets are strongly irradiated, so their radii can be 
(detectably) larger

(2) Duration of transit plus duration of ingress, gives 
measure of the orbital radius and inclination

(3) Bottom of light curve is not actually flat, providing a measure 
of stellar limb-darkening 

(4) Deviations from profile expected from a perfectly opaque disc 
could provide evidence for satellites, rings etc

(5) Since inclination is approximately known, can constrain mass
estimates from radial velocity measurements



Photometry at better than 1% precision is possible (not easy!) 
from the ground

Potential for efficient searches for close-in giant planets

Transit depth for an Earth-like planet is:
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Photometric precision of ~ 10-5  seems achievable from space

May provide first detection of habitable Earth-like planets

NASA’s Kepler mission, ESA version Eddington

There are currently more than 20 independent ground-based
searches for transiting planets being conducted around the world!



Known transiting exoplanets: HD 209458



Orbital period P = 3.52 days (semi-major axis = 0.046 AU)
V magnitude of HD 209458 = 7.8, transit dip = 0.017 mag (1.6%)
Inclination i = 86°.6 ± 0°.2        Planet radius r = 1.35 ± 0.06 rJ
From radial velocities m sin i = 0.69 mJ ⇒ “bloated” gas giant



• The OGLE III team have published more than 100 transit
candidates using their 1.3m microlensing survey telescope
• Observations are towards the Galactic centre ⇒ highly blended and
crowded fields
• Spectroscopic follow-up of OGLE-TR-56b has confirmed that it is
a 0.9 mJ planet with an orbital period of 1.2 days ⇒ first exoplanet
to be discovered using transits



There are now seven known
transiting exoplanets:
OGLE-TR-56 1.2 days
OGLE-TR-113 1.43 days
OGLE-TR-132 1.69 days
TrES-1 3.03 days
OGLE-TR-10 3.10 days
HD 209458 3.52 days
OGLE-TR-111 4.02 days

• OGLE transits have revealed Very Hot Jupiters
• There appears to be a relation between the mass and period for
Hot Jupiters



• A stellar binary can have an inclination such that the eclipsing
secondary grazes the primary causing photometric dips very
similar to those expected from planetary transits. Resolvable with
multi-colour observations and spectroscopy
• Stellar spots – initially confusing but not permanent
• Stellar pulsations – cyclic and constantly varying
• Stellar flares – flares cause brightening rather than dimming, but
they tend to be blue which can cause problems when measuring
limb-darkening during a transit

Sources of confusion


